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Abstract This chapter is concerned with two important topics in the context of
sparse recovery in inverse and ill-posed problems. In first part we elaborate conditions for exact recovery. In particular, we describe how both `1 -minimization and
matching pursuit methods can be used to regularize ill-posed problems and moreover, state conditions which guarantee exact recovery of the support in the sparse
case. The focus of the second part is on the incomplete data scenario. We discuss extensions of compressed sensing for specific infinite dimensional ill-posed measurement regimes. We are able to establish recovery error estimates when adequately
relating the isometry constant of the sensing operator, the ill-posedness of the underlying model operator and the regularization parameter. Finally, we very briefly
sketch how projected steepest descent iterations can be applied to retrieve the sparse
solution.
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1 Introduction
Many applications in science and engineering require the solution of an operator
equation Kx = y. Often only noisy data yδ with kyδ − yk ≤ δ are available, and
if the problem is ill-posed, regularization methods have to be applied. During the
last three decades, the theory of regularization methods for treating linear problems
in a Hilbert space framework has been well developed, see, e.g., [23, 29, 30, 39].
Influenced by the huge impact of sparse signal representations and the practical feasibility of advanced sparse recovery algorithms, the combination of sparse signal
recovery and inverse problems emerged in the last decade as a new growing area.
Currently, there exist a great variety of sparse recovery algorithms for inverse problems (linear as well as for nonlinear operator equations) within this context, see,
e.g., [5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 25, 26, 41, 44, 45]. These recovery algorithms are successful for many applications and have lead to breakthroughs in many fields. However,
the feasibility is usually limited to problems for which the data are complete and
where the problem is of moderate dimension. For really large-scale problems or
problems with incomplete data, these algorithms are not well-suited and often far
off exact recovery or fail completely.
Within this chapter we focus on two neighboring questions arising in sparse recovery of solutions of inverse problems. The first is concerned with exact recovery
conditions in the complete data scenario, and the second is concerned with sparse
recovery in the compressively sensed data scenario.
Exact recovery. The two most widely used recovery methods, namely `1 -minimization and matching pursuit methods, can be related to two classical methods for
regularization of ill-posed problems: `1 -minimization is a special case of variational
regularization in which the operator equation Kx = y is replaced by a well-posed
minimization problem with a sparsity constraint. Matching pursuit methods are related to iterative regularization methods in which one uses an iterative method to
solve the operator equation and uses a stopping criterion to prevent noise amplification. We describe how both `1 -minimization and matching pursuit methods can be
used to regularize ill-posed problems and moreover, state conditions which guarantee exact recovery of the support in the sparse case.
Compressive sensing. For the incomplete data situation, the mathematical technology called compressive sensing, which turned out to be quite successful in sparse
signal recovery, was established several years ago by D. Donoho, see [18]. A major
breakthrough was achieved when it was proven that it is possible to reconstruct a
signal from very few measurements under certain conditions on the signal and the
measurement model, see [8, 9, 10, 19, 20, 18, 24, 42]. In [12] it was shown that if
the sensing operator satisfies the restricted isometry property the solution can be reconstructed exactly by minimization of an `1 constrained problem, provided that the
solution is sparse enough. Classical formulations of compressed sensing are finite
dimensional. Quite recently, continuous formulations have appeared, see [1] (full
continuous sensing model) and see, e.g., [22, 33, 38] (problem of analog-to-digital
conversion). Within this chapter we summarize extensions of the infinite dimensional model in [22] to the case of compressively sampling ill-posed problems and
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provide iterative sparse recovery principles and corresponding error estimates, for
detailed discussions see [31]. Further extensions towards generalized and compressive sampling also on the context of ill-posed problems can be found in [3], [2], and
[4].

2 Exact recovery for ill-posed problems
In this section we describe how both `1 -minimization and matching pursuit methods
can be used to regularize ill-posed problems and moreover, state condition which
guarantee exact recovery of the support in the sparse case.

2.1 Orthogonal matching pursuit
In a Banach space X, we assume that we have a given dictionary of unit-normed
atoms (ei ) = E . We assume that the solutions to an operator equation Kx = y (with
K : X → Y bounded, injective and linear and Y a Hilbert space) can be expressed
sparsely in E , i.e. that
x=

∑ αi ei

with αi ∈ R,

kαk`0 =: N < ∞.

i∈Z

Now assume that instead of y = Kx we are given a noisy measurement yε with
ky − yε k ≤ ε and aim to recover a good approximation of x from the measurement
yε .
In the following we denote with I the support of the coefficient vector α, i.e. I =
{i ∈ Z | αi 6= 0}. For any subset J ⊂ Z we denote E (J) := {ei | i ∈ J}.
The above setting is of practical relevance, e.g. in mass spectrometry [32]
where the signal is modeled as a sum of Dirac peaks (so-called impulse trains)
x = ∑ αi δ (· − ti ). Another example can be found in digital droplet holography,
i∈Z

cf. [43], where images arise as superposition of characteristic functions of balls
with different centers ti and radii r j , x = ∑ αi, j χBr j (· − ti ).
i, j∈Z

In this section we approach the problem “Kx = yε ” by iteratively including more
and more atoms in the representation of x in a “greedy” fashion—an algorithmic idea
which is also known under the name matching pursuit. We define another normed
dictionary
n Ke o
i
.
D := {di }i∈Z :=
kKei k i∈Z
Note that D is well defined by the injectivity of K. In any step of our iterative
method we select that atom from the dictionary D which is correlates most with
the residual (hence the name “greedy” method). To stabilize the solution of “Kx =
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yε ” the iteration has to be stopped early enough. We only investigate the so-called
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), first proposed in the signal processing context
by Davis et al. in [36] and Pati et al. in [40] as an improvement upon the matching
pursuit algorithm [37]. The algorithm is stated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
1. Initialize k = 0, I 0 = 0,
/ r0 = yε , xb0 = 0
2. While krk k > ε do:

a. Increase k and select an atom by ik ∈ argsup |hrk−1 , di i| di ∈ D ,

b. Set I k = I k−1 ∪ {ik } and project x onto span E (I k ), i.e. xbk = argmin kvε − K ubk2 ub ∈
span E (I k ) ,
c. Set rk := yε − Kb
xk .

Necessary and sufficient conditions for exact support recovery by OMP are given
in [46]. Next, we list this result in the language of infinite-dimensional inverse problems. We define the linear continuous synthesis operator for the dictionary D via
Kei
D : `1 → Y , Dβ = ∑ βi di = ∑ βi kKe
. Furthermore, for J ⊂ Z we denote with
ik
i∈Z

i∈Z

PJ : `1 → `1 the projection onto J and with A† the pseudoinverse of an operator A.
With this notation we state the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Tropp [46]). Let α ∈ `0 with supp α = I, x = ∑i∈Z αi ei be the source
and y = Kx the measured signal. If the operator K : X → Y and the dictionary
E = {ei }i∈Z fulfill the Exact Recovery Condition (ERC)
sup k(DPI )† dk`1 < 1,

(1)

d∈D(I { )

then OMP with its parameter ε set to 0 recovers α exactly.
The necessity of the condition (1) is shown in [46], by constructing a signal such
that for ≥ 1 in (1), OMP fails to recover it.
A weaker sufficient condition is derives by Dossal and Mallat [21] and Gribonval
and Nielsen [28] and this condition only depends on inner products of the dictionary
atoms of D(I) and D(I { ) only and hence, is simpler to evaluate (although the condition is not necessary).
Proposition 1 (Dossal and Mallat [21], Gribonval and Nielsen [28]). Let α ∈ `0
with supp α = I,. If the operator K : X → Y and the dictionary E = {ei }i∈Z fulfill
the Neumann ERC
sup

∑

i∈I j∈I, j6=i

|hdi , d j i| + sup

∑ |hdi , d j i| < 1,

i∈I { j∈I

then OMP with its parameter ε set to 0 recovers α.

(2)
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The transfer to noisy signals yε = y + η = Kx + η with kv − vε k = kηk ≤ ε
(where OMP has to stop as soon as ε ≥ krk k) is contained in the following theorem
from [17].
Theorem 2 (ERC in the Presence of Noise). Let α ∈ `0 with supp α = I. Let x =
∑i∈Z αi ei be the source and yε = Kx + η the noisy data with noise level kηk ≤ ε
and noise-to-signal-ratio
sup |hη, di i|
i∈Z
.
rε/α :=
min |αi |kKei k
i∈I

If the operator K and the dictionary E fulfill the Exact Recovery Condition in Presence of Noise (εERC)
sup k(DPI )† dk`1 < 1 − 2 rε/α
d∈D(I { )

and sup

∑

1 − sup

1
,
∑ |hdi , d j i|

(3)

i∈I j∈I, j6=i

|hdi , d j i| < 1, then OMP recovers the support I of α exactly.

i∈I j∈I, j6=i

To ensure the εERC (3) one has necessarily for the noise-to-signal-ratio rε/α <
1/2. A rough upper bound for supi∈Z |hη, di i| is ε and hence, one may use rε/α ≤
ε/(min |αi |kKei k).
i∈I

Similarly to the result of Dossal and Mallat, one can give a weaker sufficient
recovery condition that depends on inner products of the dictionary atoms. It is
proved analogously to proposition 1 (see [17]).
Proposition 2 (Neumann ERC in the Presence of Noise). If the operator K and
the dictionary E fulfill the Neumann εERC
sup

∑

i∈I j∈I, j6=i

|hdi , d j i| + sup ∑ |hdi , d j i| < 1 − 2 rε/α ,

(4)

i∈I { j∈I

then OMP recovers the support I of α exactly.
Theorem 2 and proposition 2 ensure that the correct support I is identified and
the following proposition additionally shows that the reconstruction error is of the
order of the noise level.
Proposition 3 (Error bounds for OMP in presence of noise). If the εERC is fulb
filled then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for the approximative solution α
b − αk`1 ≤ Cε.
determined by OMP it holds that kα
The proof can also be found in [17]
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2.2 `1 -minimization
In `1 -minimization one promotes sparsity of the approximate solution of Kx = yε
by a sparsity constraint. In this section we assume that x itself is the object which
is sparse, i.e. x ∈ `2 with |suppx| = N < ∞. A typical sparsity constraint is given by
the `1 -norm and hence, we investigate the minimization problem
n
o
min Tλ (x) = 12 kKx − yε k2 + λ kxk`1 .
x

This method is also called Basis Pursuit Denoising [13].
In [34, 27] it has been shown that `1 minimization is indeed a regularization
method and also an error estimate have been derived. A central ingredient is the socalled Finite Basis Injectivity property (FBI-property) of the operator K introduced
in [7]. An operator K has the FBI property if for all finite subsets J ⊂ Z the operator
K restricted to span{ei | i ∈ J} is injective, (in other words, for all x, z ∈ `2 with
Kx = Kz and xk = zk = 0, for all k ∈
/ J, it follows that x = z). Note that the FBI
property can be seen as a variant of the restricted isometry property (introduced in
the next section).
Theorem 3 (Error estimate). Let K possess the FBI property, x be sparse with
supp x = I be a minimum-k · k`1 solution of Kx = y, and ky − yε k ≤ ε. Let the following source condition (SC) be fulfilled:
there exists w ∈ Y such that K ∗ w = ξ ∈ Sign(x).
(5)

Moreover, let θ = sup |ξk | |ξk | < 1 and c > 0 such that for all z ∈ `2 with
supp(z) ⊂ I it holds kKuk ≥ ckuk. Then for the minimizers xλ ,ε of Tλ it holds
kxλ ,ε − xk`1 ≤

kKk + 1 
kKk + 1 ε 2  1
+
+ kwk
(λ + ε).
1−θ λ
c
1−θ

(6)

Especially, with λ  ε it holds
kxλ ,ε − xk`1 = O(ε).

(7)

In addition to the above error estimate one can give an a priori parameter rule
which ensures that the unknown support of the sparse solution x ∈ `0 is recovered
exactly (cf. [35]).
Theorem 4 (Lower bound on α). Let x ∈ `0 , supp(x) = I, and yε = Kx+η the noisy
data. Assume that K is bounded and possesses the FBI property. If the following
condition holds,
sup k(KPI )† Kei k`1 < 1,
(8)
i∈I {

then the parameter rule
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1 + supi∈I { k(KPI )† Kei k`1
sup |hη, Kei i|
1 − supi∈I { k(KPI )† Kei k`1 i∈Z

(9)

ensures that the support of xλ ,ε is contained in I.
Theorem 4 gives a lower bound on the regularization parameter λ to ensure
supp(xλ ,ε ) ⊂ supp(x). To even guarantee supp(xλ ,ε ) = supp(x) we need an additional upper bound for λ . The following theorem from [35] leads to that purpose.
Theorem 5 (Error estimate). Let the assumptions of theorem 4 hold and choose λ
according to (9). Then the following error estimate is valid:
kx − uλ ,ε k`∞ ≤ (λ + sup |hη, Kei i|)k(PI K ∗ KPI )−1 k`1 ,`1 .

(10)

i∈Z

Remark 1. Due to the error estimate (10) we achieve a linear convergence rate measured in the `∞ norm. In finite dimensions all ` p norms are equivalent, hence we also
get an estimate for the `1 error:
kx − xλ ,ε k`1 ≤ (λ + εkKk) |I| k(PI K ∗ KPI )−1 k`1 ,`1 .
Compared to the estimate (6) from theorem 3, the quantities θ and kwk are not
present anymore. The role of 1/c is now played by k(PI K ∗ KPI )−1 k`1 ,`1 . However,
if upper bounds on I or on its size (together with structural information on K) is
available, the estimate can give a-priori checkable error estimates.
Theorem 6 (Exact recovery condition in the presence of noise). Let x ∈ `0 with
supp(x) = I and yε = Kx + η the noisy data with noise-to-signal ratio
sup |hη, Kei i|
rη/u :=

i∈Z

min |xi |

.

i∈I

Assume that the operator K is bounded and possesses the FBI property. Then the
exact recovery condition in the presence of noise (εERC)
sup k(KPI )† Kei k`1 < 1 − 2rη/u k(PI K ∗ KPI )−1 k`1 ,`1

(11)

i∈I {

ensures that there is a suitable regularization parameter λ ,
1 + supi∈I { k(KPI )† Kei k`1
sup |hη, Kei i| < λ
1 − supi∈I { k(KPI )† Kei k`1 i∈Z
min |u♦i |
λ<
which provides exact recovery of I.

i∈I

k(PI K ∗ KPI )−1 k`1 ,`1

(12)

− sup |hη, Kei i|,
i∈Z
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3 Compressive sensing principles for ill-posed problems
Within this section we combine the concepts of compressive sensing and sparse
recovery for solving inverse and ill-posed problems. To establish an adequate measurement model, we adapt an infinite dimensional compressed sensing setup that
was invented in [22]. As the main result we provide recovery accuracy estimates
for the computed sparse approximations in the language of [11] but now for the
solution of the underlying inverse problem. One essential difference to the classical compressed sensing framework is the incorporation of joint sparsity measures
allowing the treatment of infinite dimensional reconstruction spaces. Moreover, to
tackle ill-posed operator equations we rely on constrained optimization formulations
that are very close to elastic net type optimizations.

3.1 Compressive sensing model and classical results
Within this section we provide the standard reconstruction space, the compressive
sensing model and repeat classical recovery results for finite-dimensional problems
that can be established thanks to the restricted isometry property of the underlying
sensing matrix.
Let X be a separable Hilbert space and Xm ⊂ X the (possibly infinite dimensional)
reconstruction space defined by
(
)
m

Xm =

x ∈ X, x =

∑ ∑ d`,λ a`,λ ,

d ∈ (`2 (Λ ))m ,

`=1 λ ∈Λ

where we assume that Λ is a countable index set and Φa = {a`,λ , ` = 1, . . . , m , λ ∈
Λ } forms a frame for Xm with frame bounds 0 < CΦa ≤ CΦa < ∞. Note that
the reconstruction space Xm is a subspace of X with possibly large m. Typically we consider functions of the form a`,λ = a` (· − λ T ), for some T > 0.
With respect to Φa we define the map Fa : Xm → (`2 (Λ ))m through x 7→ Fa x =
({ x, a1,λ }λ ∈Λ , . . . , { x, am,λ }λ ∈Λ )T . Fa is the analysis operator and its adjoint,
given by Fa∗ : (`2 (Λ ))m → Xm through d 7→ Fa∗ d = ∑m
`=1 ∑λ ∈Λ d`,λ a`,λ , is the socalled synthesis operator. Since Φa forms a frame, each x ∈ Xm can be reconstructed
from its moments Fa x through (Fa∗ Fa )−1 Fa∗ . A special choice of analysis/sampling
functions might relax the situation a bit. Assume we have another family of sampling functions Φv at our disposal fulfilling Fv Fa∗ = I, then it follows with x = Fa∗ d

 

{ x, v1,λ }λ ∈Λ
{ Fa∗ d, v1,λ }λ ∈Λ

 

..
..
∗
y = Fv x = 
=
 = Fv Fa d = d , (13)
.
.
{ x, vm,λ }λ ∈Λ

{ Fa∗ d, vm,λ }λ ∈Λ
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i.e. the sensed values y equal d and therefore x = Fa∗ Fv x. The condition Fv Fa∗ = I
means nothing else than ha`,λ , v`0 ,λ 0 i = δλ λ 0 δ``0 for all λ , λ 0 ∈ Λ and `, `0 = 1, . . . , m,
i.e. Φv and Φa are biorthogonal to each other.
As we focus on reconstructing functions (or solutions of operator equations) x
that have a sparse series expansion x = Fa∗ d with respect to Φa , i.e. the series expansion of x has only a very small number of non-vanishing coefficients d`,λ , or that
x is compressible (meaning that x can be well-approximated by a sparse series expansion), the theory of compressed sensing suggests to sample x at much lower rate
as done in the classical setting mentioned above (there it was m/T ) while ensuring
exact recovery of x (or recovery with overwhelming probability). The compressive
sampling idea applied to the sensing situation (13) goes now as follows. Assume we
are given a sensing matrix A ∈ R p×m with p  m. Then we construct p species of
sampling functions through




s1,λ
v1,λ
 .. 
 . 
(14)
 .  = A  ..  for all λ ∈ Λ .
s p,λ

vm,λ

As a simple consequence of (14), the following lemma holds true.
Lemma 1. Assume for all λ ∈ Λ the sampling functions s1,λ , . . . , s p,λ are chosen as
in (14) and let y denote the exactly sensed data. If Φa and Φv are biorthogonal to
each other, then y = Ad.
Let dλ denote the m-dimensional vector (d1,λ , . . . , dm,λ )T and yλ the p-dimensional
vector (y1,λ , . . . , y p,λ )T , then Lemma 1 states that for each λ ∈ Λ the measurement
vectors are given by yλ = Adλ . It has been shown in [12], that for each individual
λ ∈ Λ the solution dλ∗ to
min kdλ k`1 subject to yλ = Adλ ,

dλ ∈Rm

(15)

recovers dλ exactly provided that dλ is sufficiently sparse and the matrix A obeys a
condition known as the restricted isometry property.
Definition 1 (restricted isometry property). For each integer k = 1, 2, . . . , define
the isometry constant δk of a sensing matrix A as the smallest number such that
(1 − δk )kxk2`2 ≤ kAxk2`2 ≤ (1 + δk )kxk2`2

(16)

holds for all k-sparse vectors x. A vector is said to be k-sparse if it has at most k
non-vanishing entries.
√
Theorem 7 (noiseless recovery, Candès [11]). Assume δ2k < 2−1. Then for each
λ ∈ Λ the solution dλ∗ to (15) obeys
kdλ∗ − dλ k`1 ≤ C0 kdλk − dλ k`1

(17)
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kdλ∗ − dλ k`2 ≤ C0 k−1/2 kdλk − dλ k`1

(18)

for some constant C0 (that can be explicitly computed) and dλk denoting the best
k-term approximation. If dλ is k-sparse, the recovery is exact.
This result can be extended to the more realistic scenario in which the measurements
are contaminated by noise. Then we have to solve
min kdλ k`1 subject to kyδλ − Adλ k`2 ≤ δ .

(19)

dλ ∈Rm

√
Theorem 8 (noisy recovery, Candès [11]). Assume δ2k < 2−1 and kyδλ −yλ k`2 ≤
δ . Then for each λ ∈ Λ the solution dλ∗ to (19) obeys
kdλ∗ − dλ k`2 ≤ C0 k−1/2 kdλk − dλ k`1 +C1 δ

(20)

with the same constant C0 as before and some C1 (that can be explicitly computed).

3.2 Infinite dimensional regime and joint sparsity measures
In the previous subsection we have summarized results that apply for all individual
sensing scenarios, i.e. that hold true for all individual λ ∈ Λ . But as the index set
Λ is possibly of infinite cardinality, we are faced with the problem of recovering infinitely many unknown vectors dλ for which the (essential) support can be different.
Therefore, the determination of d by solving for each λ an individual optimization
problem is numerically not feasible.
For a simultaneous treatment of all individual optimization problems, we have
to restrict the set of all possible solutions dλ . One quite natural restriction is that
all dλ share a joint sparsity pattern. Introducing support sets I ⊂ {1, . . . , m}, the
reconstruction space is given through
(
)
Xk =

x ∈ X, x =

∑

∑ d`,λ a`,λ ,

d ∈ (`2 (Λ ))m

,

(21)

`∈I ,|I |=k λ ∈Λ

i.e. only k out of m sequences {d`,λ }λ ∈Λ do not vanish. The space Xk is no longer
a subspace since two different x might correspond to two different support sets I
and therefore its sum is not contained in Xk . The space Xk can be seen as a union of
(shift invariant) subspaces.
To solve the recovery problem we propose a constrained optimization approach.
Let therefore the linear sensing operator T be given by T : (`2 (Λ ))m → (`2 (Λ )) p via
T d = T ({d1,λ }λ ∈Λ , . . . , {dm,λ }λ ∈Λ )T = ({(Adλ )1 }λ ∈Λ , . . . , {(Adλ ) p }λ ∈Λ )T . For
the purpose of identifying the support set I we restrict the minimization of
kyδ − T dk2(`2 (Λ )) p to the sub-domain
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B(Ψ1,2 , R) = {d ∈ (`2 (Λ ))m : Ψ1,2 (d) ≤ R} ,

q 1
r r q.
where Ψq,r is a joint sparsity measure defined by Ψq,r (d) = ∑m
|d
|
`=1 ∑λ ∈Λ `,λ
This measure forces the solution d for reasonably small chosen q (e.g. 1 ≤ q < 2)
to have non-vanishing rows {d`,λ }λ ∈Λ only if k{d`,λ }λ ∈Λ k`r (Λ ) is large enough.
Consequently, the optimization reads then as
min

d∈B(Ψ1,2 ,R)

kyδ − T dk2(`2 (Λ )) p ,

where the minimizing element in B(Ψ1,2 , R) can be approached by


γ
d n+1 = P d n + T ∗ (yδ − T d n ) ,
C

(22)

(23)

where γ > 0 is a step-length control (determined below) and P is the `2 -projection
on B(Ψ1,2 , R), which can be realized by the sequence-valued generalized softshrinkage operator. To control the speed of convergence we introduce conditions
on γ.
Definition 2. We say that the sequence {γ n }n∈N satisfies Condition (B) with respect
to the sequence {d n }n∈N if there exists n0 such that:
(B1)

sup{γ n ; n ∈ N} < ∞ and inf{γ n ; n ∈ N} ≥ 1

(B2)

γ n kT d n+1 − T d n k2(`2 (Λ )) p ≤ Ckd n+1 − d n k2(`2 (Λ ))m ∀n ≥ n0 .

Proposition 4. If for arbitrarily chosen d 0 assume d n+1 is given by


γn ∗ δ
n+1
n
n
d
= P d + T (y − T d ) ,
C

(24)

with γ n satisfying Condition (B) with respect to {d n }n∈N , the sequence of residuals
kyδ − T d n k2(`2 (Λ )) p is monotonically decreasing and {d n }n∈N converges in norm
towards d ∗ , where d ∗ fulfills the necessary condition for a minimum of (22).

3.3 Compressive sensing and recovery for ill-posed problems
The objective in the sensing scenario for ill-posed problems is again to recover x, but
now we only have access to Kx and K is supposed to be a linear (possibly ill-posed)
and bounded operator between Hilbert spaces X and Y .
The data y are obtained by sensing Kx through Fs : Y → (`2 (Λ )) p , i.e. y = Fs Kx =
Fs KFa∗ d. Similarly to Lemma 1, we have the following result.
Lemma 2. Assume for all λ ∈ Λ the sampling functions s1,λ , . . . , s p,λ are chosen as
∗ d.
in (14). Then y = AFK ∗ v Fa∗ d = AFv FKa
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An ideal choice to guarantee recovery within the compressive sampling framework
∗ = Id. For normalized systems Φ and Φ and
would be to ensure FK ∗ v Fa∗ = Fv FKa
a
v
ill-posed operators K this is impossible to achieve. The simplest case is that we
have systems Φa and Φv at our disposal that diagonalize K, i.e. hKa`,λ , v`0 ,λ 0 i =
κ`,λ δλ 0 λ δ`0 ` . One prominent example is the so-called wavelet-vaguelette decomposition with respect to K. If Φa and Φv diagonalize K, then the structure of the sensing
operator is T D : (`2 (Λ ))m → (`2 (Λ )) p , where (T D)({d1,λ }λ ∈Λ , . . . , {dm,λ }λ ∈Λ ) =
({(ADλ dλ )1 }λ ∈Λ , . . . , {(ADλ dλ ) p }λ ∈Λ ), and D is defined by λ -dependant blocks
Dλ of size m × m, Dλ = diag(κ1,λ , κ2,λ , . . . , κm,λ ).
Let us first consider the sensing problems for each individual label λ (which are
m-dimensional recovery problems),
yδλ = ADλ dλ + zλ with kzλ k ≤ δ .

(25)

Since K is ill-posed, the sensing matrix ADλ obeys no longer the restricted isometry
property. Therefore, we propose to minimize the stabilized constrained optimization
problem
min kyδλ − ADλ dλ k2`2 + αkdλ k2`2 ,
(26)
dλ ∈B(`1 ,R)

where B(`1 , R) = {dλ ∈ `2 : kdλ k`1 ≤ R}. Let us define L2 := Dλ A∗ ADλ + αI, if A
fulfills the restricted isometry property (16), then the operator L obeys a restricted
isometry condition of the following form,
2
2
(κmin
(1 − δk ) + α)kdλ k2`2 ≤ kLdλ k2`2 ≤ (κmax
(1 + δk ) + α)kdλ k2`2 ,

(27)

for all k-sparse vectors dλ and where κmax denotes the largest and κmin the smallest
eigenvalue of Dλ .
Theorem 9 (finite dimensions). Assume R is such that dλ 6∈ B(`1 , R) and that
√
√
2 − κ 2 + 2α
(1 + 2)κmin
max
√
.
(28)
0 ≤ δ2k <
2 + κ2
(1 + 2)κmin
max
Then the minimizer dλ∗ of (26) satisfies
√
kdλ∗ − dλ k`2 ≤ C0 k−1/2 kdλk − dλ k`1 +C1 kL(dλ† − dλ )k`2 +C2 δ +C3 αR , (29)
where dλ† is the B(`1 , R)-best approximate solution, dλk the best k-term approximation, and where the constants C0 , C1 , C2 , and C3 are given explicitly.
As (28) serves as a condition for δ2k and α at the same time, it turns out that the
choice of α influences the choice of a suitable sensing matrix A and vice versa.
Let us now investigate the full infinite dimensional measurement model,
yδ = (T D)d + z with kzk(`2 (Λ ))m ≤ δ .
We propose to solve the following optimization problem,
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min

d∈B(Ψ1,2 ,R)

kyδ − (T D)dk2(`2 (Λ )) p + αkdk2(`2 (Λ ))m .
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(30)

For the minimizing element the following error estimate hold true.
Theorem 10 (infinite dimensions). Assume R is such that d 6∈ B(Ψ1,2 , R) and δ2k is
as in Theorem 9. Then the minimizer d ∗ of (30) satisfies
√
kd ∗ − dk(`2 (Λ ))m ≤ C0 k−1/2Ψ1,2 (d k − d) +C1 kL(d † − d)k(`2 (Λ ))m +C2 δ +C3 αR .
The minimizing elements can be iteratively approximated by


 
n
αγ n
n+1
∗ δ
n γ
dλ = P Dλ A (yλ − ADλ dλ ) + 1 −
dλn
C
C
for problem (26) and for the full infinite dimensional case by


 
αγ n
γn
d n+1 = P D∗ T ∗ (yδ − T Dd n ) + 1 −
dn .
C
C
The norm convergence is ensured by Proposition 4.
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